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ProMedia Cabinets

Data Media Storage Cabinets
ProMedia Cabinets are the result of years of
engineering refinement designed specifically to
address the unique needs of storing small media.
ProMedia Cabinets are great for smaller media and
for mixed collections where you need different size
drawers in the same cabinet. All Russ Bassett
ProMedia Cabinets are equipped with fully
interlocking drawers, allowing only one drawer to
be opened at a time, preventing accidental tipping.
ProMedia Cabinets have a heavy duty all-welded
box construction to assure years of lasting service.
Internal structure consists of an all-welded frame
at the front, made of internal structural, vertical
and horizontal hat sections. The four top corners
are welded closed, ground and sanded to form a
smooth, seamless corner. End panels and back
panels are formed with offsets to eliminate raw
edges where they attach to mating parts.
A recessed drawer-pull is integrated across the full
width of the drawer front for convenient access.
Precision ball bearing slides are provided to support
load and maintain years of smooth operation.
All materials and construction meet the U. S.
National Archives specifications.

Features
Cabinets
●● All cabinets 24” (610mm) deep providing
ergonomic reach.
●● Three cabinet heights - 59” (1499mm),
43” (1092mm) & 27” (686mm).
●● Two cabinet widths - 30” (762mm) & 48”
(1219mm).
●● Heavy gauge welded construction.
●● Powder coat finish - Durability with no
offgassing.
●● Leveling glides.
●● Turn key locks - Extra security.
●● Overfile option - Additional storage that
can be added to 48” wide cabinets.

Drawers
●● Five data drawer heights - 4” (102mm),
5” (127mm), 6” (153mm), 7” (178mm)
& 8” (204mm).
●● Two file drawer heights - 11” (279mm) &
12” (305mm).
●● Mix drawer sizes - Accommodates
multimedia storage.
●● Slide-N-Lock divider - Provides infinite
adjustability.
●● Optional media rack inserts - Great for
data media applications.
●● Heavy duty ball bearing slides - Smooth
quiet drawer operation.
●● Drawer interlocks - Standard for safety.
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Technical Information

ProMedia Cabinets are available
pre-configured for a specific media
type or can be custom configured
for mixed media storage. Blanking
panels are used to fill any unused
internal height.

Drawer
Height

Suitable Media Type

4”

Mini DV / 4mm / 8mm / Audio Cassette Small
DVC Pro / Large DVC-Pro / Small DV-Cam

5”

Large DV-Cam / VHS (Sleeve) / DLT (No Case)

6”

LTO / DLT (With Case) / 3480 / 3590 / 3592 /
9x40 / T10K
Small Beta / VHS (Case) / Small D2

7”

CD / DVD (Jewelcase) / DVD (Album) / 5.25
MO (Sleeve)

8”

Large Beta / 3/4 Umatic / D2 Large

Drawer
Height
4”
5”
6”
7”
8”

No. of Drawers Per Cabinet
Short
Medium
6
4
4
3
3

10
8
6
5
5

Tall
14
11
9
8
7
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